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Abstract

We study communication with evidence in a collection of sender-receiver games in the

lab. We find important differences between games with cyclic and acyclic masquerade

relations. Overall, receivers take evidence into account and perform better in acyclic

games, and with more precise messages. In acyclic games, they tend to be skeptical about

vague messages, and more so over time. Sender types whose interests are aligned with

those of the receiver fully disclose in all games, and sender types whose interests are not

aligned with those of the receiver tend to use vague messages. When partially disclosing,

senders tend to use weakly dominated strategies.
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1 Introduction

Exchanging information is an important part of any economic, political or social activity. Recent

technological evolutions have impacted information transmission in two major ways. First, it

has made information more easily verifiable. The acquisition by Linkedin Inc. of the patent

for “Interactive Fact Checking System,” issued in April 2015, for example, has led journalists

to comment that lying on a CV, a common practice as many fraud cases suggest, is likely

to become much more difficult. Second, by making huge amounts of data widely available to

individuals, firms and public institutions alike. Altogether, these evolutions make the study

of information transmission through evidence as important as ever. They also call for policies

and regulations that should be based on a theoretical and empirical understanding of behavior.

For example, theory predicts that allowing individuals to disclose genetic data is equivalent to

making the data directly available to insurers because of unraveling. Similarly, the unraveling

result predicts that mandatory quality disclosure is unnecessary. Yet, existing empirical studies

show some departures from the theory.1

In this paper, we study disclosure in a collection of sender-receiver games in the lab. Empir-

ical and experimental papers on disclosure in the literature focus on situations with monotonic

incentives for the sender, such that the sender always wants to appear as having the high-

est possible informational type. By contrast, the games in our experiment span a variety of

masquerading incentives for the sender. These incentives are best depicted as a graph, whose

vertices represent the different informational states (types) of the sender, and whose oriented

arcs represent masquerading incentives. Thus, there is an arc from type t1 to type t2 if t1

wants to masquerade as t2, that is, if the sender is better off by convincing the receiver that

her information is t2 when it really is t1. In a recent theoretical paper, Hagenbach et al. (2014)

show that the existence of a fully revealing equilibrium is closely related to the absence of cycles

in this graph. When the sender has monotonic incentives, the masquerade relation has no cy-

cles. But cycles are not an unrealistic feature when considering a broader set of sender-receiver

1For example, Mathios (2000) reports that information about higher fat salad dressing was withheld until
disclosure became mandatory, and Ginger Zhe (2005) observe that quality disclosure by Health Maintenance
Organizations is lower than theory predicts. See Dranove and Jin (2010) for more references.
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games. For example they arise naturally in a model in which the receiver does not know the

direction of the sender’s bias. Intuitively, acyclic masquerading incentives allow the receiver to

form beliefs that are skeptical in the sense that they assign any piece of evidence to a type that

no other potential sender of the message would want to masquerade as. Such a skeptical belief

can be reached by the receiver through a simple sequential heuristic: (i) start by attributing

the message to a possible sender type, (ii) ask which other possible types could benefit from

this interpretation, (iii) if there is no such type, stick to the initial belief, otherwise attribute

the message to one of the benefitting types and go back to (ii). However, this algorithm is

certain to converge only in the absence of masquerading cycles. Holding skeptical beliefs leads

the receiver to actions that punish obfuscation attempts by the sender, hence allowing her to

enforce full revelation as an equilibrium.

Motivated by this theoretical finding, one of our goals is to uncover how graphical features of

the masquerade relation explain behavior and performance of the players across different games

in the lab. More broadly, our approach is to use the incentive graph to rigorously formulate

and answer general questions about behavior across different games. We find that satisfied

senders, those whose type has no incentive to masquerade, fully disclose, while envious senders,

those with an incentive to masquerade, use vague messages. Receivers make optimal decisions

following full disclosure, and largely take evidence into account when disclosure is partial. This

is important, as it is a restriction imposed by perfect Bayesian equilibrium, the usual solution

concept for the analysis of disclosure games. In addition, any strategy that does not take

evidence into account is dominated for the class of games we use in the experiment. This leads

us to ask whether envious senders obfuscate in a way that has the potential of increasing their

payoff compared to full disclosure, provided that receivers take evidence into account. Envious

senders often remain silent, a strategy that is always potentially advantageous. When they

choose to disclose information partially, however, they are prone to systematic mistakes, in the

sense that they disclose information that cannot benefit them if correctly interpreted by the

receiver.

Theory shows that the existence of fully revealing equilibria is tied to the possibility for the
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receiver to form skeptical beliefs. In our experiments, we find that, in acyclic games, receivers

tend to act skeptically.2 Furthermore, receivers act more skeptically as they play in such

games. This suggests that fully revealing equilibrium is a good prediction of play in acyclic

games. Overall, empirical payoffs in acyclic games are very close to the predictions of fully

revealing equilibria. On behavioral dimensions, the predictive power of such equilibria is still

convincing but less clear. While receivers are largely skeptical, senders do not always disclose

according to possible equilibrium strategies as our observation about disadvantageous partial

disclosure shows.

Finally, we run regressions to explain the performance of envious senders and receivers

across games. A receiver performs well when she learns the true sender’s type, and a sender

performs well when the receiver takes the action she prefers. We show that the existence

of cycles affects these performances significantly, even controlling for the existence of a fully

revealing equilibrium. The existence of cycles can be understood as a measure of complexity

that favors the sender and penalizes the receiver. In acyclic games indeed, as explained above,

a simple heuristic can lead the receiver to a skeptical interpretation that is unavailable in

cyclic games and enforces full revelation by the sender. But other features of the masquerade

graph can also be interpreted as complexity measures. In particular, we find that the number

of arcs in the graph, that is the number of masquerading incentives, has a negative impact

on the performances of both senders and receivers. This naturally suggests that with more

masquerading incentives to track, it becomes more difficult for the receiver to figure out how

to interpret vague messages, and for the sender to figure out how to obfuscate.

Related Literature. While a significant amount of experimental papers3 test the predictions

of cheap talk models (Crawford and Sobel, 1982), communication with evidence4 (Grossman,

1981; Milgrom, 1981) has given rise to a much thiner experimental literature. Early papers are

2Because we do not know the beliefs of the receiver, we can only check whether they take actions that are
consistent with skeptical beliefs.

3See for example Dickhaut et al. (1995); Blume et al. (1998, 2002); Cai and Wang (2006); Wang et al. (2010)
for sender-receiver games, Battaglini and Makarov (2014) for a setup with multiple receivers, Vespa and Wilson
(2015) for multiple senders, and Lai et al. (2015) for multidimensional cheap talk.

4A related model is Dye (1985), in which there is uncertainty about whether the sender is informed.
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mostly concerned with disclosure by a seller in a market environment. Forsythe et al. (1989)

and King and Wallin (1991a) consider an informed seller, as in the models of Grossman (1981)

and Milgrom (1981), and show that the unraveling principle works well as the players learn

to fully disclose.5 King and Wallin (1991a) also observe that departures from full disclosure

arise as the number of disclosure options to the sender increases, and there is no knowledge of

these options by the buyer. In this case, receivers are insufficiently skeptical. Jin et al. (2015)

run an experiment about quality disclosure in which they reach the different conclusion that

the unraveling principle fails as lower types do not disclose, and receivers are too optimistic

about sellers who choose not to disclose. However, this may be due to the fact that, even though

players interact repeatedly, they do not get any feedback about their interaction. Benndorf et al.

(2015) study an environment with multiple senders, interpreted as workers, with the option to

disclose their productivity at a cost. There is no strategic receiver, but payoffs are designed to

see how far disclosure of higher types pushes disclosure of lower types. Their subjects under-

reveal, especially when of lower productivity. Bhattacharya et al. (2015) compare persuasion

and cheap talk.

All these experiments consider environments with monotonic masquerading incentives for

senders: regardless of her true type, the sender wants to appear as having the highest possible

type. By contrast, we are interested in understanding the behavior of senders and receivers

in situations in which masquerading incentives can be more complex. This paper is rooted

in a body of theoretical work that extends Grossman (1981) and Milgrom (1981) to richer

setups. Seidmann and Winter (1997) look at communication with evidence with preferences

la Crawford and Sobel (1982) that lead to non-monotonic incentives, and introduce the no-

tion of worst case types, which gives an operational definition of skepticism in non-monotonic

environments.6 Okuno-Fujiwara et al. (1990) generalize Milgrom (1981) to environments in

which players exchange verifiable information before playing an incomplete information game,

provide conditions for fully revealing equilibria to exist and examples in which full revelation

5See also Forsythe et al. (1989); King and Wallin (1991b) and Dickhaut et al. (2003) who add uncertainty
about the seller’s information as in Dye (1985).

6Mathis (2008) looks at conditions on the evidence structure that make it possible to extent the result of
Seidmann and Winter (1997) to partial provability.
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is not an equilibrium. Van Zandt and Vives (2007) perform a similar exercise in supermodular

games. Giovannoni and Seidmann (2007) show that there is a unique pooling equilibrium in

one-dimensional action games if the bias of the sender is strongly centripetal. Hagenbach et al.

(2014) provide results that encompass all previous results in this literature, and introduce a new

approach based on properties of the masquerade relation, i.e. the incentive graphs of informed

players. Koessler and Perez-Richet (2015) and Perez-Richet and Tercieux (2015) use these ideas

in the contexts of mechanism design and matching.

Our experimental approach also differs from previous papers in design and in scope. The

particularities of our card-game design are that types are not ordered numbers, and that we

allow for a natural partial disclosure technology. King and Wallin (1991a) also allow for partial

disclosure through disclosure of given subsets of possible values.7 The difference in scope arises

from the possibilities of our design, and our distinct theoretical anchor. When looking at partial

disclosure, for example, we are not only interested in checking whether sender disclose according

to the prediction of full revelation in acyclic games, as in King and Wallin (1991a), but also

in whether senders try to obfuscate in ways that can benefit them if the receiver responds to

evidence consistently. In addition, the variety of games that we use, enables us to focus on

how local and global properties of the incentive graph affect behavior and performances across

games.

The empirical literature on disclosure has also focused on environments with monotonic

masquerading incentives. Dranove and Jin (2010) gives a nice overview of the literature on

quality disclosure. Brown et al. (2012) look at cold openings in the movie industry, and observe

that consumers fail to correctly infer the average quality of movies that are withheld from

critics.

7In the papers that work with the Dye (1985) model, King and Wallin (1991b) and Dickhaut et al. (2003)
also allow for partial disclosure.
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2 Theoretical Background

In the experiment, we consider simple sender-receiver games that can be described in the

following framework. The sender has a finite set T from which her type is drawn according to

a distribution p(·) with full support. The set of messages, or pieces of evidence, M(t) to which

she has access is contingent on her type. Hence a message m in M = ∪t∈TM(t) certifies that

the type of the sender lies in the subset M−1(m) = {t ∈ T : m ∈ M(t)} ⊆ T . A subset of

types S ⊆ T is certifiable if there exists a message m such that M−1(m) = S. We assume Own

Type Certifiability, that is, for every t, the singleton {t} is certifiable.

The sender first chooses a message m to send to the receiver, and the receiver then chooses

an action a from a finite set A after observing m. The payoffs of the sender and the receiver are

given by uS(a, t) and uR(a, t). In this section and in the experiment, we focus on games such

that, for every t, the utility function of the receiver is uniquely maximized by an action a∗(t).

All the games of the experiment satisfy the additional assumption that the receiver’s payoff is

positive if the receiver plays her optimal action and 0 otherwise. This is summarized in the

following assumption. In the remainder of the paper, we refer to a∗(t) as the receiver optimal

action, or optimal action when the context is clear.

Assumption 1. For every t, the receiver optimal action a∗(t) is the unique action such that

uR

(
a∗(t), t

)
> 0, and, for every a ̸= a∗(t), uR(a, t) = 0.

We refer to any message that certifies T as silence since it provides no information. If

the sender certifies a singleton, we say that her message is fully disclosing. In intermediate

situations, we talk about partial disclosure.

Masquerade Relation. In games of communication with evidence, it is useful to introduce

the masquerade relation as in Hagenbach et al. (2014). We say that type t wants to masquerade

as type s ̸= t, and write t → s, if

uS

(
a∗(s), t

)
> uS(a

∗(t), t).
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T

S1

S2

Figure 1: A masquerade and evidence structure graph.

This relation is best pictured as an incentive graph whose vertices are the elements of T ,

and where there is an oriented arc between t and s if t → s. The evidence structure can be

represented on the same graph, by drawing all certifiable subsets. This kind of representation

is illustrated in Figure 1, in which S1, S2 and T are the certifiable subsets.8

We say that a type t is satisfied if there is no other type s that t wants to masquerade as.

We refer to non satisfied types as envious. We say that a sequence of types t1, · · · , tk forms

a masquerading cycle if, for every 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k, tℓ → tℓ+1, where, by convention, tk+1 = t1.

A masquerade relation is cyclic if it admits a masquerading cycle, and acyclic otherwise. By

extension, we talk about cyclic and acyclic games.

Worst case types, skepticism and acyclicity. The notion of worst case type, first intro-

duced by Seidmann and Winter (1997), plays an important role in enforcing revelation. A worst

case type of a subset S ⊆ T is a type s ∈ S that no other type s′ ∈ S wants to masquerade as.

Graphically, it is a vertex in S with no incoming arc from other types in S. The set of worst

case types of S is denoted by

wct(S) = {s ∈ S : t → s ⇒ t /∈ S}.

Worst case types are key to full revelation as they provide an operational definition of

8Note that this evidence structure does not satisfy the Own Type Certifiability assumption we make in the
rest of the paper.
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skepticism. Indeed, attributing vague messages to worst case types allows the receiver not to

reward obfuscation attempts while remaining consistent with the evidence. However, worst

case types need not exist. In Figure 1, for example, the certifiable sets T and S1 admit a worst

case type, but S2 does not. This is because the types in S2 form a masquerading cycle. In fact,

the existence of worst case types, and hence the possibility of skepticism, is crucially related to

the absence of masquerading cycles, as shown by the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Every subset of types S ⊆ T admits a worst case type if and only if the masquerade

relation is acyclic.

Strategies and equilibrium concepts. In this section we consider only pure strategy equi-

libria. Our results can be extended to mixed strategies for all games in the experiment, but to

show that, we need to introduce another assumption that is satisfied by all games in the ex-

periment (see Appendix A). A pure messaging strategy of the sender is a mapping µ : T → M

such that, for every t, µ(t) ∈ M(t). A strategy of the receiver is a mapping α : M → A.

Denote by βm ∈ ∆(t) the belief of the receiver following message m, and let β =
(
βm

)
m∈M .

Our equilibrium concept is perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE). A triple (µ, α, β) forms a PBE

if, for every m ∈ M and every t ∈ T , it satisfies

α(m) ∈ argmax
a

∑
t∈T

uR(a, t)βm(t) (receiver optimality)

µ(t) ∈ arg max
m∈M(t)

uS

(
α(m), t

)
(sender optimality)

m ∈ ∪t∈Tµ(t) ⇒ βm(t) =
p(t)∑

s:µ(s)=m p(s)
1µ(t)=m (Bayesian rationality)

βm(t) > 0 ⇒ t ∈ M−1(m) (evidence consistency)

For the remainder of the paper, it is useful to extend the idea of consistency to receiver

strategies. We say that a strategy α of the receiver is a consistent strategy if for every message

m ∈ M , we have α(m) = a∗(t) for some type t ∈ M−1(m). By Assumption 1, this is equivalent

to α(m) being optimal for some consistent belief βm. Otherwise, we say that α is inconsistent.
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Similarly, we say that a receiver action a is consistent with evidence contained in a message m

if a = a∗(t) for some type t ∈ M−1(m).

Fully revealing equilibria. We say that a PBE is a fully revealing equilibrium (FRE) if

the strategy of the sender is separating, that is µ(t) ̸= µ(t′) if t ̸= t′. Skepticism plays an

important role for the existence of FRE. Indeed, results in Hagenbach et al. (2014) imply that

the existence of a worst case type is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a FRE.

Proposition 1. Under Assumption 1 and Own Type Certifiability, a sender-receiver game

admits a FRE if and only if every certifiable subset of types admits a worst case type.

By Lemma 1, we have the following corollary, relating the existence of FRE to acyclicity of

the masquerade relation.

Corollary 1. Under Assumption 1, a sender-receiver game admits a FRE for every evidence

structure that satisfies Own Type Certifiability if and only if it is acyclic.

This implies that all acyclic games in our experiment have a FRE. But cyclic games may

or may not have a FRE depending on the evidence structure.9

3 Experimental Design

Our design consists of a collection of sender-receiver games. In each of these games, the sender

observes two cards, each of which is either yellow, Y , or blue, B. She chooses which cards to

reveal, if any. The receiver observes the cards revealed by the sender, and then takes a decision

a, b or c. Revealing evidence in this way has several advantages. First, and most importantly,

it is a neat and simple way to allow partial disclosure. Second, it avoids the caveat of giving

numerical values to types, which might frame behavior. Finally, most people are familiar with

card games which makes the rules easy to understand.

9Consider the masquerade relation t1 → t2 → t3 → t1 with certifiable subsets {t1}, {t2}, {t3}, {t1, t2},
{t2, t3}, and {t3, t1}. Full revelation is an equilibrium as every certifiable subset has a worst case type. However,
adding the possibility of remaining silent, which certifies {t1, t2, t3}, prevents existence of a FRE.
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In each session, the subjects played 20 or 30 rounds of a fixed sender-receiver game preceded

by two rounds of practice. At the beginning of a session, each subject was randomly assigned

a role, labeled as player 1 (sender) or player 2 (receiver), for the whole session. At the end of

a round, both players in every pair were given full feedback (cards of the sender, actions and

payoffs) about their interaction. Senders and receivers were then randomly rematched for the

next round. The final payment of a subject was the sum of a fixed show up fee, and a variable

payment based on her total score. For each session, Table 3 gives the number of subjects, the

number of rounds played and the value of a point in euros.

Information and messages. The type set corresponding to our design is given by the feasible

combinations of cards T = {Y Y, Y B,BB}. The three combinations were drawn with equal

probabilities and independently in each round. The sender was allowed to reveal both cards,

none or any one of her choice. The corresponding evidence structure, which satisfies Own Type

Certifiability, is described in Figure 2. Note that among all subsets of types, {BB, Y Y } is the

only one which is not certifiable. We say that a subject fully discloses, abbreviated as FD,

if she reveals both cards, partially discloses, abbreviated as PD, if she reveals one card, and

remains silent, abbreviated as ∅, if she reveals no card. We also refer to silence or one-card

messages as vague messages.

Y Y

Y B

BB

Figure 2: Evidence structure of the experiment.

Payoffs and masquerade relations. In each session, subjects could at all time see two

matrices showing sender and receiver payoffs in the game they were playing. The payoff matrix

of the receiver was the same across all sessions, whereas the payoff matrix of the sender was

the unique part of the design that varied across sessions. As an illustration, Table 1 shows the
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payoff matrix of the sender in session 6, and Table 2 shows the payoff matrix of the receiver for

all sessions.

a b c
Y Y 0 3 0
Y B 0 0 3
BB 0 0 3

Table 1: Sender Payoff Matrix

a b c
Y Y 3 0 0
Y B 0 3 0
BB 0 0 3

Table 2: Receiver Payoff Matrix

To each of the games corresponds a particular masquerade relation, and Figure 3 shows

all the masquerade relations that we used.10 For example, the masquerade relation that cor-

responds to Table 1 is the Line. Table 3 shows the masquerade relation associated to each

of the 17 experimental sessions. Over all these sessions, we collected data for 3160 one-shot

sender-receiver games.

Theoretical observations. Table 4 shows the distribution of acyclic and cyclic games. As

explained in the theory section, there is a fundamental difference between acyclic and cyclic

games regarding the existence of fully revealing equilibria. By Corollary 1, all acyclic games

of the first nine sessions have a FRE. According to Proposition 1, there also exists a FRE in

cyclic games of sessions 16 and 17 as every certifiable set of types has a worst case type (the

set {Y Y,BB} has no worst case type, but it is not certifiable). On the contrary, cyclic games

of sessions 10 to 15 have no FRE. All games have at least one equilibrium which involves some

pooling.

Table 4 also gives the number of games in which the sender was of an envious or satisfied

type. We now provide a set of observations that will make clear how these types affect, in

theory, the disclosure behavior of senders. More generally, these observations will guide our

empirical analysis of the data. We start with a statement about receiver’s behavior. It relies

10Note that a systematic exploration of all masquerade graphs would have required many more sessions. In
total, there are 26 = 64 possible graphs with our type set, and only 36 if we take symmetries into account (that
is make Y Y and BB equivalent, and keep Y B distinct as required by the evidence structure). Our sessions use
only 11 distinct masquerade graphs, 9 if we take symmetries into account.
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Session Masquerade Sender Payoff Rounds Subjects Exch. Rate

1∗
(

3 0 0
0 3 0
0 3 0

)
20 18 0.20

2∗
(

0 0 3
0 3 0
0 0 3

)
20 20 0.25

3∗
(

3 0 0
3 0 3
0 0 3

)
20 20 0.20

4∗
(

0 3 0
0 1 3
0 0 3

)
30 16 0.20

5∗
(

1 3 0
0 1 3
0 0 3

)
20 18 0.25

6∗
(

0 3 0
0 0 3
0 0 3

)
20 20 0.20

7∗
(

0 3 3
0 0 3
0 0 3

)
20 18 0.25

8∗
(

0 1 3
0 1 3
0 0 3

)
30 14 0.20

9∗
(

3 0 0
3 0 0
3 3 0

)
20 16 0.25

10
(

0 3 0
3 0 0
0 0 3

)
20 20 0.66

11
(

3 0 0
0 0 3
0 3 0

)
30 10 0.20

12
(

3 0 0
0 1 3
0 3 1

)
20 20 0.29

13
(

0 3 0
3 0 3
0 3 0

)
20 20 0.25

14
(

0 3 0
0 0 3
3 0 0

)
30 10 0.20

15
(

0 3 0
0 0 3
3 0 0

)
20 16 0.25

16
(

0 0 3
0 3 0
3 0 0

)
30 10 0.20

17
(

0 0 3
0 3 0
3 0 0

)
20 20 0.25

Table 3: Summary of sessions. The stars indicate sessions in which the game is acyclic.
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YY
Monotonic

YB BB

YY
Monotonic

YB BB

YY
Line

YB BB

YY
Star

YB BB

YY
Arrow

YB BB

YY
Arrow

YB BB

Acyclic Games

YY
Double cycle

YB BB

YY
3-cycle

YB BB

YY
2-cycle YY-BB

YB BB

YY
2-cycle YB-BB

YB BB

YY
2-cycle YY-YB

YB BB

Cyclic Games

Figure 3: Masquerading graphs of the experiment.

n Envious Sender Satisfied Sender Total
Acyclic Game 983 767 1750
Cyclic Game 1093 317 1410

Total 2076 1084 3160

Table 4: Distribution of the data across game and sender categories.

on the fact that, in our games, there exists a unique optimal action of the receiver for each type

of the sender, and all other actions yield a null payoff (Assumption 1).

Observation 1. For the receiver, any inconsistent strategy is weakly dominated.

Indeed, a receiver who ignores evidence in m will obtain a null payoff, while there exists

a strategy that accounts for m and would yield a positive payoff. Hence, consistency is more

than a mere reasonable equilibrium requirement in our games. Observation 1 implies that

strategically sophisticated senders should expect receivers to take evidence into account, and

disclose accordingly. The next observation concerns the behavior of senders of satisfied type.

In our games, every satisfied type t gets a gets a strictly positive payoff if the receiver takes

action a∗(t) and zero otherwise.
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Observation 2. Provided that the receiver only uses consistent strategies, it is a weakly domi-

nant strategy for satisfied types to fully disclose.

Receiver consistency also puts a restriction on the kind of obfuscation strategies that envious

senders should use. To clarify this, we define a notion of advantageous obfuscation. Intuitively,

a sender obfuscates advantageously if she uses a message that can lead the receiver to choose

an action that she prefers to the one induced by full disclosure. Formally, given a messaging

strategy µ : T → M of the sender, we say that type t obfuscates advantageously if there exists

s ∈ M−1
(
µ(t)

)
such that t → s. In the games of our experiment, every envious sender has a

simple way to obfuscate advantageously: staying silent.

Observation 3. Provided that the receiver only uses consistent strategies, any strategy µ such

that type t does not obfuscate advantageously is weakly dominated by a strategy µ′ such that type

t obfuscates advantageously.

This is true because, under µ′, there is at least one consistent strategy of the receiver such

that she will take a decision that type t envies (that is, a decision a∗(s) for an s such that t → s)

whereas the best outcome for type t under µ is if the receiver chooses a∗(t).11 An interesting

corollary is that envious types should never fully disclose in our games.

Observation 4. Provided that the receiver only uses consistent strategies, any strategy µ such

that type t fully discloses is weakly dominated by a strategy µ′ such that type t obfuscates ad-

vantageously.

Finally, going back to the link between FRE and skepticism, we can note that skepticism is a

necessary feature of FRE. Since we do not observe beliefs, we say that a receiver acts skeptically

if her action following a vague message m corresponds to the optimal action a∗(t) associated

with a worst case type of that message, that is, with t ∈ wct
(
M−1(m)

)
. This must hold in any

fully revealing equilibrium, both for on path and off path messages. Such a choice of action is

11Observation 3 does not mean that disadvantageous obfuscation cannot exist in equilibrium. Consider, for
example, the game of session 4 in the experiment. Suppose the sender fully discloses if her type is BB, to
which the receiver responds by c, and shows a yellow card if her type is either Y Y or Y B, to which the receiver
responds by b. Suppose in addition that the receivers responds to silence by choosing a, and to a blue card by
choosing b. This is an equilibrium even though Y B obfuscates disadvantageously.
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supported by any consistent belief that puts more probability on t than on any other type in

M−1(m).

Observation 5. A PBE is fully revealing if and only if the receiver acts skeptically following

any (on-or-off-path) message of the sender.12

Therefore a measure of the extent to which receivers act skeptically can be interpreted as

a measure of how well FRE explains the data, on the dimension of receiver behavior, and in

games that have a FRE.

Implementation. The experiments were conducted at the Experimental Laboratory in Ecole

Polytechnique, France, with a total of 286 subjects who were mostly science students from Ecole

Polytechnique and ENSTA, two French engineering schools, and some administrators at Ecole

Polytechnique. The english translation of the instructions and comprehension test are available

in the supplementary appendix. Screenshots are provided in Appendix E. The average payoff

per subject was e16.50 including a e5 show-up fee.

4 Gains from Persuasion

To get a general sense of the data, we start by looking at the average scores of senders and

receivers, as described on Figure 4. In every game, the receiver gets a payoff of 3 if she takes

her unique optimal action, and 0 otherwise, and each of her three possible actions is equally

likely to be optimal at the outset. Therefore, her average score in the absence of communication

would be 1. Hence, we say that receivers gain from persuasion whenever their average payoff

is above 1. The average payoff of the sender if the receiver chooses her action according to the

uniform distribution is between 1 and 4/3, depending on the game. This range is depicted as

the red hatched region in Figure 4. We say that senders gain from persuasion if their average

payoff is above 4/3, and lose from persuasion if their average payoff is below 1.

12This is a consequence of the proof of Proposition 1. Intuitively, if any message is followed by a non skeptical
action, there is a type of the sender that will deviate to sending this message.
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Figure 4: Sender and receiver average payoffs.

According to these definitions, both senders and receivers gain from persuasion overall.

Satisfied senders gain, but envious senders lose from persuasion. The losses of envious senders

come from acyclic games, in which they obtain a payoff of 0.46 on average. In cyclic games,

their average payoff is 1.21. Receivers gain from persuasion regardless of the precision of the

message they receive, and of cyclicality. But their scores are lower after vaguer messages, and

in cyclic games.

The fact that receivers obtain an average payoff close to 3 when they face full disclosure

confirms that the subjects understood the games. The fact that satisfied senders obtain an

average payoff close to 3 both in cyclic and acyclic games shows that subjects managed to

convey information effectively when their interests were aligned with those of the senders. The

fact that envious senders do relatively well in cyclic games shows that they understand how to

take advantage of the cycle.

As the theory suggests, acyclic games favor receivers. The poorer performance of receivers

when facing vague messages, even in acyclic games, however, is not compatible with FRE.

Indeed, while FRE does not preclude the use of vague message, it implies that the receivers

should guess the type of the sender anyway.
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5 Receiver Behavior

How accurate are receivers’ decisions? We start by looking at the performance of re-

ceivers. We say that a receiver’s decision is accurate if it corresponds to the optimal action

associated with the true sender type. Overall, decisions are accurate 75% of the time, confirm-

ing that receivers benefit from communication with evidence. The accuracy rate jumps to 85%

in acyclic games, which is close to the prediction of FRE. In cyclic games, receivers achieve an

accuracy rate of only 59%. Following full disclosure, receivers have an accuracy rate of 99% over

all games. Vaguer messages lead to lower accuracy rates, irrespective of cyclicality. In acyclic

games, the accuracy rates following partial disclosure or silence are still high (respectively 78%

and 66%). A receiver who would choose randomly with uniform weights after considering the

evidence would obtain accuracy rates of 50% after partial disclosure and 33% after silence.

These rates are far below the performance of receivers in acyclic games, but comparable to

their performance in cyclic games, with 54% after partial disclosure and 41% after silence. If

we isolate cyclic games with a FRE (sessions 16 and 17), we obtain accuracy rates of 60%

following partial disclosure, and 49% following silence. Interestingly, while receivers do perform

better in these games than in other cyclic games, they remain far from their performance in

acyclic games despite the existence of a FRE.

Do receivers take evidence into account? PBE requires consistent receiver strategies.

In addition, as stated by Observation 1, inconsistent strategies are weakly dominated in our

games. To measure consistency in the data, we look at the rate of consistent receiver decisions.

A decision taken by the receiver after seeing message m is consistent if this decision is optimal

for some type who could have sent m. Overall, excluding the case of silence, after which any

choice of the receiver is consistent, we find that 92% of receivers’ decisions are consistent. This

figure goes up to 99% following full disclosure. It is only 85% following partial disclosure, but

this is mostly due to cyclic games: receivers account for evidence following partial disclosure

91% of the times in acyclic games, but only 79% of the times in cyclic games. This observation

suggests that the presence of cycles makes reasoning harder for receivers, leading them to more
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Figure 5: Frequency of skeptical choices conditioning on consistency and excluding full disclo-
sure.

irrational decisions. A competing explanation, which we explore in Appendix D, would be that

subjects ignore evidence because they are willing to sacrifice money to punish vagueness. We

contradict this explanation by showing that, in cyclic games, 97% of inconsistent actions yield

the highest possible payoff to at least one potential sender of the message ignored. Alternatively,

receivers may ignore evidence because they think that the sender can in fact lie about her type.

The fact that 99% of receivers choose their optimal action after full disclosure suggests that

subjects understood and believed that lying was impossible.

Are receivers skeptical? Following Observation 5, we can interpret the extent to which

receivers act skeptically as a measure of how well FRE explains the data, on the dimension of

receiver behavior. In games with no FRE, skepticism is not possible after some messages, and

generally not a necessary feature of equilibrium. Figure 11 shows the frequency of skeptical

actions. Following full disclosure receivers overwhelmingly choose the right action, and therefore

act skeptically, so we exclude full disclosure from the reported results. We also eliminate

observations for which the receiver does not have the option of acting skeptically because the

message she faces has no worst-case type, as might happen in cyclic games. This leaves 1311

data points.

When receivers face silence or partial disclosure and take consistent actions, they act skepti-
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cally 61% of the times (55% if we do not condition on consistency).13 In acyclic games, receivers

act skeptically 71% of the time (68% if we do not condition on consistency). Hence FRE fits the

data relatively well on the dimension of skepticism. In Appendix D, we also show that receivers

learn to be skeptical in acyclic games. The effect is significant but of small magnitude. Our

results however indicate that, in acyclic games, receivers tend to be more skeptical following

silence (84%) than partial disclosure (57%), which is a departure from FRE.

In cyclic games with no FRE, acting skeptically is impossible following the messages which

have no worst case type. When it is possible, it is often not a necessary feature of equilibrium.

Even in cyclic games with a FRE, skepticism may be unnatural. For example, consider silence

in the game of sessions 16 and 17. There is a worst case type for this message, which is Y B,

and playing the corresponding action is a necessary feature of FRE in this game. Yet, the belief

that the silent message indeed comes from Y B is unnatural: it is weakly dominant for Y B to

fully disclose once inconsistent strategies of the receiver are eliminated, whereas BB and Y Y

may gain from the response of the receiver to the silent message.14

In cyclic games, we find that the share of skeptical responses is only 39% (conditional on

consistency). Moreover, there is no learning of skepticism in these games, as indicated in

Appendix D. But the share of skeptical responses is not very informative as skepticism plays

no particular role in cyclic games in general. It is more interesting to focus on sessions 16 and

17, which have cycles and a FRE. In these games, any consistent decision following partial

disclosure is skeptical, so it is hard to interpret the overall share of skeptical response (28%).

However, as explained above, skepticism following silence is unnatural even though it should

be the response to enforce the FRE. In sessions 16 and 17, receivers act skeptically only 11%

13For some observations (117 of them), any consistent choice of the receiver is skeptical (think for instance
about the receiver facing the yellow message in session 1). Excluding these observations does not affect the
results.

14The reasoning is reminiscent of the intuitive criterion or D1, but this criterion does not eliminate all FRE.
First think of the following FRE: all types fully disclose, and the receiver attributes any vague message to Y B
or puts a higher probability on Y B than any other type. This FRE does not satisfy D1, since, if we consider
the silent message, for example, Y Y and BB stand to benefit from any response of the receiver whereas Y B
stands to lose from any action other than b. There is another FRE, however which is not eliminated by D1.
Suppose indeed that BB and Y Y both mix between full disclosure and partial disclosure, while Y B mixes
between silence and full disclosure. In this case every message is on the equilibrium path, and the equilibrium
is separating. But, while this FRE cannot be eliminated by D1, it does not feel like a good prediction.
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of the time after silence, so FRE seems to fit the data poorly on this dimension.

6 Sender Behavior

What do senders disclose? The disclosure strategies of senders are illustrated in Figure 6.

Unsurprisingly, satisfied types overwhelmingly use full disclosure whether the game is cyclic

or acyclic, which validates Observation 2. Envious senders, on the other hand, understand

that they need to obfuscate in order to stand a chance of obtaining their first-best payoff, as

their empirical behavior validates Observation 4. Indeed, their frequency of full disclosure is

only 7%. In acyclic games, envious types use full disclosure more frequently than in cyclic

games (respectively 11% and 3%). This is consistent with FRE in acyclic games: if senders are

outguessed anyway, they might as well fully disclose. However, if receivers are consistent, and

especially if they are more likely to fail being skeptical following vague messages (as the data

indicates), it is better to try an obfuscation strategy. Envious senders use partial disclosure

and silence with similar frequencies (respectively 44% and 49%). The slightly higher frequency

of silence is observed both in cyclic and acyclic games. In any case, assuming that the receiver

acts consistently with evidence, as confirmed by the data, obfuscation strategies need to be used

carefully in order to be beneficial. We look at whether this is the case in the next paragraph.

Before that, note that senders’ strategies do not change significantly over time in acyclic games.

In cyclic games however, satisfied types learn to fully disclose while envious types learn to use

vague messages over time. However, the magnitude of these effects is very small. The details

are provided in Appendix C.

Do envious senders use obfuscation strategies to their advantage? Observation 3

shows that rational senders can be expected to obfuscate advantageously. This observation

implies, in particular, that envious type should not fully disclose (see Observation 4). We have

already shown that envious senders use vague messages 93% of the time. But it does not imply

that they obfuscate advantageously. In order to look at this, let us isolate the situations in

which an envious type has the choice between obfuscating advantageously or not when using
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Figure 6: Sender Disclosure

partial disclosure. All these situations15 are depicted on the left panel of Figure 7, and they

all involve type Y B of the sender. In any of these situations, obfuscating with a red (dashed)

message is disadvantageous for type Y B, while obfuscating with a green (non dashed) message

is advantageous. Note that silence is advantageous in all situations. The right panel of Figure 7

shows the frequency with which each message is used.

Overall, senders obfuscate advantageously 57% of the time. Conditional on partially dis-

closing, however, senders overwhelmingly do so disadvantageously. In this case, indeed, they

obfuscate disadvantageously 88% of the time (81% in acyclic games and 96% in cyclic games).

This puzzling observation contradicts Observation 3 and suggests that partial disclosure is espe-

cially challenging for senders, at least within our design. One possibility is that disadvantageous

obfuscation occurs only in early periods and disappears with learning. We do not observe such

learning, as we explain in Appendix D.

Another explanation for disadvantageous disclosure is that type Y B might in fact be best-

responding to the receiver. It is hard to check that empirically. We can however perform a crude

15These situations occur in sessions 4 to 12, 14 and 15. In sessions 2, 16 and 17 because it is always
disadvantageous for envious types to partially disclose and we exclude these case.
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Figure 7: Sender Obfuscation. Red (dashed) messages correspond to disadvantageous obfus-
cation for type Y B. Green (non dashed) messages correspond to advantageous obfuscation for
type Y B. The graph on the right panel shows the frequency with which silence, advantageous
PD and disadvantageous PD are used. The numbers indicate the size of the data.

test by looking at the empirical frequencies of each receiver decision after all possible messages,

and using them to compute empirical payoffs associated with each possible message for type

Y B in all the sessions where disadvantageous obfuscation is possible. For some sessions which

involve acyclic games (sessions 6,7 and 9), all choices of messages by Y B lead to an empirical

payoff close to 0. In all remaining sessions, the message corresponding to disadvantageous

obfuscation is not a best response to these empirical frequencies. Furthermore, in all but two

of these sessions, the empirical payoff associated with disadvantageous obfuscation is less than

80% that of the empirical best response.16 Overall, there is no indication in the data that

senders who obfuscate disadvantageously are best responding.

7 Explaining Performance

The former sections have shown that the existence of masquerading cycles plays an important

role in explaining the performance and behavior of senders and receivers. In this section, we

try to get a more precise understanding of this effect through regressions that control for the

effects of other game characteristics. Some of these characteristics, such as the number of

16Otherwise, the figure is 89% for sessions 11, and 92% for session 12.
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envious types, or the number of masquerading incentives (the number of arcs in the graph), can

be understood as measures of game complexity related to the incentive graph. The existence

of cycles itself can be interpreted as a measure of complexity, since games with no cycles lend

themselves to sequential reasoning, while games with cycles do not, as we pointed out in the

introduction. Our regressions can therefore be interpreted as an attempt to compare the effects

of different notions of complexity on the performances of the players. The expected direction

of these effects is not immediately obvious. While some notions of complexity, such as the

existence of cycles, are expected to make the task of the sender easier and that of the receiver

harder, other types of complexity may increase both the difficulty for the sender of obfuscating

smartly, and the difficulty for the receiver of making the right inferences.

Theoretical and empirical payoffs. Before showing the regressions, it is useful to start

with a game-by-game overview of how players perform. In Figure 9 of Appendix B, we plotted,

for each session, the range of theoretical equilibrium payoffs, and the empirical payoffs, for each

sender type and the receiver. In each case, we computed the average payoff, and confidence

intervals for the whole session, the first half and the second half. The first remark is that no

session seems to strongly rule out PBE as a possible explanation of the data on the payoff

dimension,17 except perhaps for sessions 5, 7, 15 and 16. In sessions 7 and 16, satisfied types

fail to fully disclose. In session 5, Y B types fail to secure a payoff of 1 by fully disclosing.

These results are not explained by the behavior of a few bad players. For sessions 5, 7 and

17The test is obviously far from perfect. For example, the vector of average payoffs may lie out of the convex
hull of equilibrium payoffs, even though each average payoff lies in the range of possible equilibrium payoffs for
this dimension.
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Table 5: Linear Probability Model for Success of Envious Senders

Cyclic 0.177∗∗∗ (0.049)
No FRE 0.150∗∗∗ (0.047)
Several Envious 0.085∗∗∗ (0.028)
Many Arcs Cyc. −0.070∗∗ (0.034)
Many Arcs Acyc. −0.057∗∗ (0.024)
Masq. as Two 0.056∗∗ (0.028)
FD=1 −0.010 (0.025)
Type YY or BB 0.003 (0.027)
Const. 0.025 (0.031)

∗∗∗p < 0.01,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗ p < 0.10, n = 2076, R2 = 0.128
Standard errors clustered at the individual level appear in parenthesis.

16, receivers always interpreted full disclosure correctly, so the discrepancy really comes from

a failure of satisfied senders to fully disclose. In session 15, the unique equilibrium is such that

all types pool and the receiver’s expected outcome is 1. In fact, senders use silence less than

predicted by the theory, explaining the better performance of receivers.

Envious Senders. Having confirmed that satisfied senders perform optimally nearly all the

time, we naturally focus on envious senders. To measure the performance of envious senders,

we construct a binary success variable that takes value 1 if the receiver takes an action that the

sender prefers to the one that the receiver would take knowing her true type, and 0 otherwise.

We then estimate a linear probability model to evaluate the determinants of performance.18 All

our variables are binary indicators. The results of the regression are given in Table 5.

The first five variables in Table 5 are indicators for game characteristics. The first two

variables indicate whether the game is cyclic or acyclic, and whether it has a FRE. This allows

us to separate the effect of cycles from the existence of a FRE. However, these two indicators

only differ for sessions 16 and 17. The next variable, Several Envious, indicates whether there is

more than one envious type in the masquerading graph. The next two variables are indicators

of the number of masquerading incentives. The first variable, Many Arcs Cyc, takes value 1 if

the corresponding graph has three or more arcs, and if the game is cyclic, while Many Arcs Acyc

18We obtain similar results when estimating a Probit model.
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takes value 1 if the corresponding graph has three or more arcs, and if the game is acyclic.19

Figure 8 shows how our game variables partition the set of sessions.

The next three variables are indicators of type characteristics, sometimes coupled with

characteristics of the masquerading graph. Masq. as Two indicates whether the type of the

sender is such that she wants to masquerade as any of the other two types rather than only

one. FD=1 indicates whether the sender is of an envious type for whom it is a second best to

reveal the truth.20 The last variable, Y Y or BB, indicates whether the type of the sender is

Y B or one of the other types. We include this variable because of the evidence structure which

implies that type Y B has more choices and therefore faces a more complex choice situation,

potentially affecting performance.

As mentioned above, most of these variables can be interpreted as indicators of increased

complexity along different dimensions: cycles make sequential logic ineffective, FRE is a simple

equilibrium to coordinate on, with multiple envious senders there are multiple types whose

strategic behavior needs to be understood, more arcs in the graph mean that incentives are

harder to track, and, finally, being of type Y B means more messages to choose from for the

sender.

All effects are significant except for the last two variables. In magnitude, the most important

effect is that of the existence of cycles. This shows that, controlling for other game character-

istics, cycles are beneficial for envious senders. The positive effect of the second variable shows

that the existence of a FRE hinders this effect in cyclic games. This is confirmed by comparing

all sessions in which a 2-cycle is played. Figure 9 shows that in 2-cycle games with no FRE

(sessions 10 and 1121), envious senders get a higher average payoff than in 2-cycle games with

a FRE (sessions 16 and 17). The multiplicity of envious senders also has a positive effect on

their performance. This indicator singles out sessions 1 to 3, in which there is a single envious

19Note that the distinction between acyclic graphs with one or with two arcs is redundant as it is already
done by crossing Several Envious and Many Arcs Acyc. There are no cyclic graph with a single arc. Note also
that a variable encoding whether all types are envious in cyclic graphs is redundant: our cyclic graphs with
three or four arcs always exhibit three envious types.

20This is the case of type YB in session 4, 5, 8 and 12, of type YY in session 5 and of type BB in session 12.
21Session 12 is also a 2-cycle game, but the comparison is less meaningful because of the ones in the payoff

matrix.
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sender, as particularly simple games that make the task of receivers very easy and the task of

envious senders very difficult, as the average payoffs in Figure 9 further illustrate.

Interestingly, the effect of the number of masquerade relations goes in the opposite direction.

As the graph becomes more complex in the sense that there are more masquerading incentives

to contemplate, envious senders perform less well. This is true both in cyclic and acyclic games.

For acyclic games, the variable singles out monotonic games (sessions 7 to 9) as more complex

ones. For cyclic games, it singles out the 3-cycle and double cycle games (sessions 13 to 15) as

more complex. As we will see with the next regression, the comparative loss of performance of

envious senders in these games is not to the benefit of the receivers. Thus these variables seem

to capture a notion of complexity that hinders the performance of both players. Finally, the last

significant variable, Masq. as Two, shows that envious senders benefit from more masquerading

options.

Receivers. For receivers, performance is measured by a binary indicator that takes value 1

if the receiver chooses her optimal action given the true type of the sender. As for senders,

we estimate a linear probability model. Since the evidence received limits possible choices if

accounted for, we introduce two additional variables to explain the performance of the receiver:

Silence takes value 1 if the sender shows no card and 0 otherwise, and FD takes value 1 if the

sender shows all cards and 0 otherwise.22

The results are shown on Table 6.23 All effects are significant, except for the existence of

FRE and Many Arcs Acyc.. The existence of cycles has a strong and significant negative effect

on receiver performance. However, it is interesting to note that, unlike for senders, the existence

of FRE is not significant. It shows that, while the existence of FRE in sessions 16 and 17 leads

envious senders to succeed less often, this does not help the receiver. This is indeed confirmed

22Since the realization of these variables results from a strategic choice by the sender, this creates a potential
endogeneity bias. Indeed, aspects of the game that are unaccounted for by our game variables, and thus appear
in the error term of our regression, may also explain the choice of the sender. While our set of game variables
seems sufficiently rich to limit the extent of the bias, we also ran regressions with session fixed effects and the
Silence and FD variables as a robustness check. The estimated coefficients for both variables are very close:
-0.12 (0.023) for Silence, and 0.258 (0.022) for FD.

23Except for the variable Many Arcs Cyc., the marginal effects of a Probit model are of similar magnitude as
the effects reported in Table 6. Under the Probit specification, the marginal effect of Many Arcs Cyc. is smaller
and not significantly different from 0.
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Table 6: Linear Probability Model for Accuracy of Receivers

Cyclic −0.096∗∗ (0.040)
No FRE −0.032 (0.040)
Several Envious −0.072∗∗∗ (0.025)
Many Arcs Cyc. −0.104∗∗∗ (0.036)
Many Arcs Acyc. −0.012 (0.029)
Silence −0.120∗∗∗ (0.023)
FD 0.261∗∗∗ (0.022)
Const. 0.810∗∗∗ (0.024)

∗∗∗p < 0.01,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗ p < 0.10, n = 3160, R2 = 0.250
Standard errors clustered at the individual level appear in parenthesis.

by Figure 9, where we can see that receivers achieve similar payoffs in those games as in other

games with 2-cycles (sessions 10 to 12). The multiplicity of envious senders has a strong and

significant negative effect on receivers performance whereas it helps senders.

Everything else equal, the negative effect of Many Arcs Acyc. mostly captures the fact that

the 3-cycle and double cycle games of sessions 13 to 15 are more difficult than 2-cycle games

for receivers. This is compatible with equilibrium theory which gives an expected payoff of

1/3 for the receivers in these games, and of 2/3 in 2-cycle games. Figure 9 actually shows

that receivers’ empirical payoffs are close to the theoretical predictions for all cyclic games. As

already noted, the effect of Many Arcs Cyc is negative for both senders and receivers. Many

Arcs Acyc., on the other hand, is not significant for the receiver.

The variables Silence and FD have strong and significant effects on the performance of

the receiver. As expected, the effect of FD is positive,24 and the effect of Silence is negative,

confirming our results of Section 5.

24Note that the effect is so strong as to predict probabilities greater than 1 when all other variables are set to
0. This is due to our linear probability model. However, it is possible to get rid of this problem while keeping a
linear probability model by defining a FD indicator specific to each session. With this specification, all predicted
probabilities are below 1, and other effects are unchanged.
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8 Conclusion

We provide experimental results on communication with evidence in a collection of sender-

receiver games that span a rich set of incentive structures for the sender, allowing us to go

beyond the monotonic model of previous experiments, and to test recent theoretical work.

We find that satisfied senders fully disclose, and that receivers take correct decisions following

full disclosure. Receivers generally take evidence into account. In acyclic games, they tend to

interpret evidence skeptically, and often make accurate choices. Overall, experimental outcomes

in acyclic game are in line with the theoretical prediction of FRE. However, we do observe some

departures, such as different rates of skeptical choices and accuracy following silence and partial

disclosure. Accuracy is also negatively affected by the multiplicity of envious senders, showing

that complexity matters within acyclic games. Envious senders overwhelmingly use vague

messages, but often in a way that cannot be advantageous if the receiver takes evidence into

account. In fact, they seem to be especially bad at using partial disclosure, but compensate

by often choosing silence. The presence of masquerading cycles has a very strong effect on the

performances of both senders and receivers, even controlling for the existence of FRE. Senders

benefit from the presence of cycles while the harm receivers. Another complexity measure, the

number of masquerading incentives, has a significant negative impact on the performances of

both senders and receivers.

Appendix

A Theoretical Appendix

Proofs and Additional Results. We start by proving the main results for pure strategies,

and then we consider the extension to mixed strategies. Lemma 1 is proved in Hagenbach

et al. (2014). We say that (µ, α, β) is a PBE with extremal beliefs if, in addition, it satisfies

the property that for every off path message m /∈ ∪t∈Tµ(t), βm puts probability 1 on a single

type. Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 are proved in Hagenbach et al. (2014) for equilibria with
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extremal beliefs. The following lemma shows that the restriction to extremal beliefs is without

loss of generality for the class of games that satisfy Assumption 1.

Lemma 2. Under Assumption 1, if (µ, α, β) is a PBE, then there exists a system of beliefs β′

such that βm = β′
m for every on-path message m ∈ ∪tµ(t), and such that (µ, α, β′) is a PBE

with extremal beliefs.

Proof. Consider a PBE (µ, α, β) . Let m be an off path message. Note that, by assumption, any

action a /∈ ∪t∈M−1(m){a∗(t)} yields a null payoff, while for any belief concentrated on M−1(m),

there exists an action in ∪t∈M−1(m){a∗(t)} that yields a strictly positive payoff. Therefore there

exists t ∈ M−1(m) such that α(m) = a∗(t). Then we can define β′
m as the belief that puts mass

1 on t. Let β′ be the belief system obtained by doing this operation for every off path message

m, and by letting β′
m = βm for the remaining messages. It is easy to see that (µ, α, β′) is a PBE

with extremal beliefs.

To extend our results to mixed strategies, we introduce an additional assumption that is

satisfied by all the games in the experiment. This assumption says that, when there exists a cer-

tifiable subset S with no worst case type, no type in S can be strictly worse of by masquerading

as some other type in S.

Assumption 2. For every certifiable subset S with no worst case type, we have that, for every

t, t′ ∈ S, uS

(
a∗(t′), t

)
≥ uS

(
a∗(t), t

)
.

Note that the only loss of generality is for cycles of length longer than 2. Under this

assumption we have the following result.

Proposition 2. Under Assumption 1 and Assumption 2, there exists a mixed strategy FRE of

the sender-receiver game if and only if there exists a pure strategy FRE of the sender-receiver

game.

Proof. Only one of these implications is non obvious. Assume that there exists a mixed strategy

FRE. In such an equilibrium, each type mixes over a set of messages. These sets do not overlap,

since the equilibrium is separating. And following any of these messages, which is on-path for
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type t, the receiver takes action a∗(t). We can pick one message mt in the set of messages sent

by type t, and modify the strategy of the sender to sending mt with probability 1 when she is

of type t. The other messages become off path, but we assume that the receiver reacts to this

messages with the belief that they come from t with probability 1, and thus picks action a∗(t).

These beliefs are consistent, and because we started from an equilibrium, they deter other types

from using the same message.

Consider the messages that are off path in the initial equilibrium. Upon seeing such a

message m in the initial equilibrium, the receiver forms a belief βm with support in M−1(m).

Then, given Assumption 1, her mixed response can only be to mix in some way between actions

a∗(s) corresponding to types s ∈ M−1(m) such that βm(s) > 0.

Suppose first that M−1(m) admits a worst case type. Then we can change the belief βm

to a belief that puts probability 1 on a worst case type, and that would deter any type of the

sender able to send m from deviating to m.

Suppose next that M−1(m) has no worst case type. Then any consistent belief following m

leads the receiver to play some action a∗(s) with s ∈ M−1(m) with strictly positive probability.

Since M−1(m) has no worst case type, there exists a type t ̸= s in M−1(m), that strictly prefers

a∗(s) to a∗(t), and by Assumption 2, this type t must also prefer to a∗(t) any mixture over

consistent actions that puts strictly positive probability on a∗(s). But this in turn implies that

βm could not have supported a FRE in mixed strategies.

This result allows us to extend the conclusions of Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 to mixed

strategy equilibria.

B Theoretical and Empirical Payoffs

We have computed all equilibrium payoffs for all games. The range for these payoffs are indi-

cated by the grey areas in Figure 9. The multiplicity of equilibrium payoffs comes from receiver

indifferences over actions due to the uniform probability distribution. In the game of session 1,

for example, the envious type BB can generate a payoff of 3 in an equilibrium in which: Y Y
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fully discloses; Y B and BB both show a blue card certifying the set {Y B,BB}; the receiver

interprets all off path messages skeptically, plays a after seeing two yellow cards, and b after

seeing one blue card. This is an equilibrium because the receiver is indifferent between b and

c after seeing a blue card, as Bayes rationality prescribes a belief that puts probability 1/2 on

Y B and 1/2 on BB.
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Figure 9: Equilibrium predictions and actual payoffs. The grey zones represent the range of
equilibrium payoffs, and the data points represent average payoffs and 95% confidence intervals
for the 1st and 2nd half of the session.
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C Learning

To check for the importance of learning, and other potential time effects, we run a linear

probability regression on time for different behaviors. To standardize the data across sessions,

we only kept the first 20 rounds of each session. The results are given in Table 7 for receivers,

and Table 8 for senders. To read these results, it is important to keep in mind that in these

experiments, time is short for subjects to learn: on average, over the 20 first periods of all

sessions, a subject played with the same cards only 7.2 times.

Table 7: Time effects for Receivers Facing PD or ∅

Probabilities at time t: const. t n R2

Evidence is taken into account 0.919∗∗∗ (0.014) 0.000 (0.001) 1793 0.000
Decision is accurate 0.577∗∗∗ (0.026) 0.001 (0.002) 1793 0.000
Decision is skeptical (cond. on consistency) 0.551∗∗∗ (0.039) 0.006∗∗ (0.003) 1172 0.005

- in acyclic games 0.644∗∗∗ (0.046) 0.008∗∗ (0.003) 796 0.011
- in cyclic games 0.351∗∗∗ (0.063) 0.002 (0.004) 376 0.001

∗∗∗p < 0.01,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗ p < 0.10.
Standard errors clustered at the individual level appear in parenthesis.

There is no significant time effect on the propensity of receivers to take evidence into account,

or on their accuracy. They do seem to become more skeptical over time in acyclic games, but

not in cyclic games.

Table 8: Time effects for Senders

Probabilities at time t of: const. t n R2

Full disclosure by a satisfied sender 0.919∗∗∗ (0.023) 0.002 (0.002) 999 0.004
- in acyclic games 0.929∗∗∗ (0.028) 0.001 (0.002) 715 0.001
- in cyclic games 0.894∗∗∗ (0.039) 0.005∗∗ (0.002) 284 0.017

Full disclosure by an envious sender 0.070∗∗∗ (0.020) - 0.000 (0.001) 1861 0.000
- in acyclic games 0.085∗∗ (0.033) 0.001 (0.003) 885 0.001
- in cyclic games 0.057∗∗ (0.022) - 0.002∗∗ (0.001) 976 0.004

∗∗∗p < 0.01,∗∗ p < 0.05,∗ p < 0.10.
Standard errors clustered at the individual level appear in parenthesis.

For the sender, there is no significant time effect in acyclic games. In cyclic games, senders

learn to fully disclose when of a satisfied type, and to withhold information when of an envious
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type. The fact that these rational strategies require learning in cyclic games and not in acyclic

games points to a higher complexity of cyclic games.

D Subsidiary questions

What do receivers do when they ignore evidence? In Section 5, we have shown that re-

ceivers largely take evidence into account except when facing partial disclosure in cyclic games.

We now take a closer look at the behavior of receivers who ignore evidence, and focus on their

response to partial disclosure. Following a message m, we say that an inconsistent action pun-

ishes vagueness if none of the potential senders of m can strictly gain from this action compared

to fully revealing her type; and we say that an inconsistent action rewards vagueness otherwise.

On Figure 10, an inconsistent response to any of the red (dashed) messages necessarily rewards

vagueness, whereas an inconsistent response to any of the green (non dashed) messages neces-

sarily punishes vagueness. When punishing vagueness, a receiver makes a sacrifice in expected

payoff in order to punish the attempt of the sender to fool her. Such a behavior may be induced

by a preference for honesty on the receiver side, and would provide a possible explanation for

inconsistent behavior. A receiver with such a preference should however be punishing vagueness

every time she takes an inconsistent decision. The right panel of Figure 10 shows the frequency

at which a receiver who takes an inconsistent decision is indeed punishing vagueness. This fre-

quency is 80% in acyclic games, and only 3% in cyclic games. Hence the preference for honesty

explanation seems consistent with behavior in acyclic games, but not in cyclic games. It is

important to recall from last paragraph, however, that evidence is less often ignored in acyclic

games (9%) than in cyclic games (21%). Overall, in cyclic games, receivers use inconsistent

(weakly dominated) strategies 21% of the time, and do so in a way that rewards the sender

97% of the time.

Do receivers learn to be skeptical? Time regressions presented in Appendix C point at

a small but significant learning of skepticism in acyclic games, but not in cyclic games. To

further check that, we represent skeptical decisions on a cloud of points in Figure D. Each
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Figure 10: Inconsistent Decisions. Any inconsistent decision following a red dashed message
is rewarding at least one potential sender of this message. Any inconsistent decision following
a green message is punishing any potential sender of this message. Conditional on evidence
being ignored after PD, the graph on the right shows the frequency with which the inconsistent
decision is rewarding or punishing. The numbers indicate the number of observations.

point corresponds to one receiver subject, who faced at least one occasion of being skeptical

during the experiment, that is, who received at least one vague message with a worst case

type. On the vertical axis, we show the share of skeptical choices for each of these subjects.

On the horizontal axis, we show the average time at which non skeptical choices were made as

a percentage of the number of such choices that the agent was faced with. For clarification,

imagine a receiver who had the occasion of acting skeptically in periods 1, 4, 12, 15 and 20.

Assume that she indeed acted skeptically in periods 15 and 20. Then she had 5 occasions of

being skeptical, that we number from 0 to 4, and failed to be so in the first three occasions.

Normalizing the time of her last occasion to 1 (dividing by 4), we compute that she made

non-skeptical choices at times 0, 25% and 50%. So, her average time of non-skeptical choices

was 25%. On the graph, this receiver would appear with a horizontal coordinate of 25% and a

vertical coordinate of 40% (her share of skeptical decisions). We excluded subjects who were

always skeptical.

Overall, we see that receivers indeed tend to make non-skeptical choices earlier in acyclic

games. This is highlighted by the projection of the data cloud on the horizontal axis as sum-

marized by the box plots. It shows that, in acyclic games, the average time of non skeptical
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Figure 11: The figure shows the frequency of skeptical choices (conditional of the evidence
being respected) on the vertical axis and the average time at which non skeptical choices were
made on the horizontal axis. Each point represents one subject. The box plots represent the
distributions of these average times across subjects, where the middle line is the median, the
box goes from Q1 to Q3, and the whiskers extend to the minimum and maximum values.

decisions was below 50% for more than 50% of the population. By comparison the distribution

of average time of non skeptical decisions in cyclic games is concentrated around 50%, which is

consistent with an equal repartition of non skeptical choices across time.

Do senders learn to obfuscate advantageously? In the second part of Section 6, we have

seen that senders obfuscate avantageously 57% of the time, and 88% of the time when using PD.

A possibility is that disadvantageous obfuscation occurs only in early periods and disappears

with learning. To check that, we regress the probability that an envious sender of type Y B

obfuscates advantageously on time, for the sessions presented on Figure 7 (583 observations).

The corresponding coefficient is close to 0 and not significant, suggesting that learning is not

an important part of the story. To further check that, we can use the same method that we

used for checking the learning of skepticism in the former paragraph. This method shows that

the average disadvantageous obfuscation occurs in the second half of the game for half of the

subjects who did make at least one disadvantageous obfuscation, and in the first half of the

game for the other half of the population. Hence, while some individuals may be learning to
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obfuscate advantageously, this does not seem to be the case in general. However, our subjects

only play 20 or 30 periods, and are of three possible types, so it may be the case that they

would learn with more time.
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E Screenshots

Figure 12: Sender’s screen

Figure 13: Receiver’s screen
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